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Foreword 
Improvement of the vehicle means improvement of the highway 
transportation system. Increasing attention is being paid to 
aspects of automatic vehicle guidance and vehicle lighting of 
all types. This RECORD reports some recent experiments in 
these fields. 

The inadequacy of present methods for guidance of a vehicle 
has resulted in a rash of research, some of which takes a sys
tem approach to the problem. The first paper, by three Ohio 
State researchers, gives the results of one phase of this type 
of research in the field of automatic vehicle lateral guidance. 
Preliminary results indicate that the proposed system is fea
sible on nonreinforced roads. Problems encountered on rein
forced highways have been identified and are presented in de
tail along with a discussion of one possible solution to this 
problem. 

In the next paper, a Michigan researcher has evaluated rear 
lighting configurations under highway conditions. The results 
showed that the present rear lighting system concept provided 
the poorest performance. The most effective systems were 
those in which taillights, turn signals, and stop signals were 
shown by separate lamps. In addition, color coding of taillights 
and signal lights led to further imp1·ovements. The findings 
have shown that the utility of light coding techniques that are 
not now employed in the rear lighting system can lead to sig
nificant gains in driver performance. 

The third paper takes a look at the somewhat controversial 
problem of daytime running lights . Researchers from West 
Virginia and California have pooled their talents to study the 
use of these lights on vehicles. The primary objective of this 
investigation was to examine the idea that running lights on 
motor vehicles would substantially increase the perceptibility 
of the vehicles under daylight conditions. The results indi
cated that the daytime visibility of a vehicle can be improved 
by the addition of a running light. It is further indicated that 
such a lighting device should have an intensity of approximately 
2000 candlepower and a minimum luminous area of 20 sq in. 

The last paper in this RECORD focuses attention on bright
ness and brightness ratio as factors in the attention value of 
highway signs. The researcher measured the subjective re
actions and eye movements of subjects looking at pairs of neu
tral gray chips varying in either brightness, brightness ratio, 



or brightness and brightness ratio and attempted to assess the 
role of these parameters in atention value. Each variable 
controlled attention when unconfounded. When the two param
eters varied simultaneously, brightness ratio predominated 
but a high brightness enhanced the attention-getting value of a 
high brightness ratio. The researcher also successfully uti
lized Forbes' prior models in conducting his experiments. 

Although the papers in this RECORD by themselves will not 
revolutionize vehicle lighting and guidance design, they do rep 
resent contributions that, in combination with other research, 
will ultimately bring better vehicle guidal)ce and lighting. 
Eventually, bett r systems will be evolved, much of it stem
ming from research efforts such as these. We can also expect 
better sign design as a result of knowing more about sign 
~rightness factors. 
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A System for Automatic Vehicle Lateral Guidance 
KARL W. OLSON, EUGENE R. SAPP, and TERRANCE L. FLAIG, 

Communication and Control Systems Laboratory, Department of Electrical 
Engineering, Ohio State University 

It is clear that substantial savings in both lives and personal 
property can be achieved through highway automation. The 
experimental results obtained from one phase of an automa
tion study-automatic lateral guidance-are presented in this 
paper. Preliminary results indicate that the proposed system 
is feasible on nonreinforced roads. The problems encountered 
on reinforced highways have been identified and are presented 
in detail together with a discussion of one possible solution. 

oTHE network of super highways available to today's driver is growing in size at a 
rapid rate, and his car has been made somewhat safer by the concentrated efforts of 
both government and private industry. Yet, in excess of 53,000 people died on the 
Nation's highways last year, and the yearly cost of highway accidents has been esti
mated at more than $10 billion. Unless satisfactory solutions to these problems are 
found, these conditions can only be expected to deteriorate further. Several solutions 
have been proposed, such as expanded highway facilities, high-speed mass transporta
tion, and systems for highway automation (1). It is likely that the final solution will 
consist of some combination of these, and possibly other, alternatives. 

1 One of the essential parts of an overall system for fully automatic control of an au
tomobile is a subsystem for automatic steering. An investigation of one approach to 
automatic steering employing magnetic fields for the road reference is discussed in 
this paper. An overall system description is presented, as well as preliminary re
sults of on-road testing programs conducted during the summers of 1967 and 1968. 
Particular emphasis is given to the problems encountered in such a system as a result 
of reinforcing materials in the road, and one possible solution currently under investi
gation is discussed in detail. 

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 

Essential Components of an Automatic Steering System 

A system for fully automatic lateral guidance of a vehicle must possess three es
sential constituents, as follows: 

1. A reference system that, in the approach described here, is part of the road. 
It produces a measurable quantity that can be sensed by the vehicle so that its position 
relative to the center of the road may be accurately determined; 

2. A compatible sensor mounted on the car that measures the signal produced by 
the reference system and determines the extent to which the car has deviated from the 
desired path; and 

3. A steering control system that is operated continuously on the sensed deviation 
signal so as to keep the car centered in the lane. 

Paper sponsored by Committee on Vehicle Characteristics and presented at the 48th Annual Meeting. 
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These components are discussed in detail in the following three sections. 

The Reference System 

Reference systems may be classified into either of two general types-active and 
passive. Passive systems have not been tried up to this time although some have been 
suggested. One such system (2) would employ a painted stripe in the center of the lane. 
The control system would home on the stripe by tracking it with photoeler.t.rir. sensors 
mounted on the vehicle. This system has the advantage of simplicity and relative ease 
of implementation. However, inclement weather and extraneous light reflected from 
sources other than the stripe would probably present severe practical problems. Also, 
a wide dynamic r ange of sensitivity would be required. 

A second passive system (3), which has been proposed, would employ specially con
figured magnetic materials buried in the road. If suitable magnetic sensors capable 
of identifying the configuration of the ferrous materials ·could be designed, guidance 
could be achieved. 

The most widely studied active reference system consists of a single cable buried 
in the center of the controlled lane (4). This cable is excited by an alternating elec
trical current that establishes a measurable magnetic field in the region over the con
trolled lane. Two coils are placed on the front bumper of the car to sense the strength 
of this field. The difference between the voltages induced in the two coils is a measure 
of the car's deviation from the center of the road. Experimental testing of such a sys
tem has been conducted by General Motors Corporation in conjunction with Radio Cor
poration of America (4) and by the Road Research Laboratory (5). 

The system described in this paper is conceptually similar to the single-wire sys
tem; however, two road wires are employed instead of one, and only one coil is used 
to derive the lateral guidance signal. 

The road reference, which enables the car to measure its lateral displacement from 
the center of the lane, consists of a pair of current-carrying conductors separated by 
a distance of 8 feet and attached, for the sake of experimentation, to the surface of the 
road. As shown in Figure 1, these wires establish a magnetic field, the horizontal 
component cf \vhich is zero at the center of the lane. 

The control characteristic relating strength of the lateral component of the mag
netic field to displacement from the center of the lane is approximately linear over 
most of the 8-foot range. This provides a wide range of displacement over which the 
car can be controlled. 

Figure 1. Magnetic field established by reference system. 
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Figure 2. Measured lateral control characteristic established by reference system . 

A typical characteristic measured recently on a portion of I-270 west of Columbus, 
Ohio, is shown in Figure 2. It is desirable that this characteristic be reasonably lin

i.r so that the corrective action taken by the car is approximately proportional to the 
Jviation from the center of the road. Otherwise, system instability and passenger 

discomfort can result. 

The Sensor 

The second essential constituent of an automatic steering system is a sensing de
vice mounted on the car that measures the field strength and provides an output pro
portional to vehicle displacement from the center of the road. In the experimental 
system described here, the sensor consists of a pair of coils mounted on the front 
bumper, one coil to measure the horizontal component of the field, and the other to 

Figure 3. Sensing coi Is for automatic steering 
system. 

measure the vertical component to obtain 
a time-phase reference signal. One such 
coil configuration employed in the study 
is shown in Figure 3. 

The Control System 

The system that controls the lateral 
movement of the car on the road is easily 
described in terms of the block diagram 
shown in Figure 4. Here a feedback con
trol system adjusts the system output
the lateral position, y, of the car-so that 
it is equal to the reference input, r, which 
corresponds to the desired position of the 
car. The system reduces the error, r-y, 
to zero so that the vehicle follows the de
sired path. 

The amplified error signal is used to 
drive an electrohydraulic actuator, which 
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Figure 4. Lateral control system. 
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positions the angle, a, of the front wheels. This angle is fed back to the input of the 
actuator because it is essential that both the deviation of the position of the car and the 
angle of the front wheels are zero simultaneously when equilibrium is reached. 

The lateral dynamics are the parameters that describe the characteristics of the car 
and that determine how it moves laterally in response to a positioning of the angle of 
the front wheels. Such characteristics vary among different types of cars and are de
pendent on such car variables as suspension, weight, tire pressure, front wheel align
ment, and speed. 

The disturbance, di, represents an undesired input to the system that rapidly 
changes the angle of the front wheels. An example of such a disturbance is that pro
duced by hitting a bump or an object lying on the surface of the road. Similarly, the 
disturbance, d2, represents an extraneous input, such as a wind gust, which would 
change the lateral position of the car. 

The sensor is a device that measures the lateral position of the car and provides a 
voltage that is then compared to the reference voltage. 

A phase-lead filter is included in the amplifier to provide an anticipation of the ex 
pected error signal. Such anticipation is required if the system is to adequately "track" 
a curving road. 

This system was installed in a late-model vehicle in the summer of 1967 and has 
been undergoing evaluation and modification since that time. 

2.5 degrees -..J 

7 

-.I I soc. I+-

Front Wheel Ang le 

Vehicle Lateral Position 

~ Center of 

Rood 

Figure 5. Experimental data showing front wheel angle and coil lateral position at a vehicle speed 
of 65 mph. 
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND CURRENT RESEARCH 

Road Testing 

Initial testing and evaluation of the system was conducted in the summer of 1967 on 
a 2-mile section of nonreinforced road. Figure 5 shows typical test data collected dur
ing those tests. The top portion of the figure displays a time trace of the angle of the 
front wheel immediately after an artificially induced disturbance was introduced. The 
lower portion shows the response of the system to such an input. 

Although the disturbance was abrupt and rather severe, the car responded rapidly 
and returned comfortably to equilibrium in less than 2 seconds and only deviated 0.4 
foot from the center of the controlled lane. 

The next phase of testing of the automatic steering system was conducted in the fall 
of 1967 on a 4-mile length of unopened 1-70. The results of this testing revealed ma
jor difficulties with the one-coil, two-wire technique when used on steel-reinforced 
concrete highways. It should be noted that the same problems would be encountered 
in any magnetic reference system. 

These difficulties were due to a current that was induced in the steel-reinforcing 
mesh (Fig. 6) by the original magnetic field. This unwanted current in turn set up a 
magnetic field that alternately opposed and aided the original field. 

) 
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Figure 6. Location of steel reinforcing in roadway. 
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This phenomenon resulted in an effective time-varying sensitivity for the guidance 
system. Consider, for example, the hypothetical case in which the system is cali
brated so that 1 volt is produced at the output of the lateral controller for a 1-foot dis
placement from the center of the lane with no steel reinforcing present in the road. If 
the vehicle were constrained to travel a path offset 1 foot from the center of the lane, 
a constant 1-volt correction signal would be produced. 

If the same experiment were performed on a steel-reinforced roadway, with all 
other factors identical to those in the previous experiment, a much different result 
would be obtained. The correction signal would vary periodically between approxi
mately one-half volt to more than 1 volt for every 15 feet of vehicle travel. Thus, al
though the car would be traveling in a straight line, the steering controller would sense 
that the car was moving laterally between 6 inches and more than 1 foot from the cen
ter of the road and provide lateral guidance signals accordingly. 

If the automatic lateral guidance system were in operation, it is clear that an un
comfortable ride would result, The ride could be improved by reducing the gain of the 
amplifier shown in Figure 4; however, such a reduction would result in an overdamped 
system whose response would be quite sluggish. In addition, this would probably re
sult in excessive vehicle lateral drift, especially on sharp curves. 

2 ft. Left 

of Center Line 

15 It. 

Center Line 
of Guided Lone 

2 ft , RiQhl 
of Center Line 

+ 

Figure 7. Lissajous' pattern representation of horizontal and vertical magnetic field components. 
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To investigate this phenomenon, the vertical and lateral-horizontal components of 
the resultant magnetic field were measured at 1-foot intervals on the center line of the 
lane and also on lines that were offset by 2 feet on each side of the center line. The 
horizontal and vertical field components were applied to an oscilloscope so as to pro
duce a Lissajous' pattern (a number of these patterns are shown in Figure 7). The fol
lowing three important field parameters were obtained from this pattern: (a) the am
plitude of each component; (b) the ratio of these amplitudes; and (c) the time-phase 
relationship between the two components. One hypothetical Lissajous' pattern is shown 
in Figure B. The measurements neces-
sary to obtain the magnitude of the lateral 
and vertical field components are illus
trated, together with the simple relation -
ship for obtaining the time-phase between 
the two components. 

Before making these detailed mea
surements, it was expected that the field 
strength variation could be corrected by 
deriving an automatic gain control signal 
from the vertical component of the field. 
This presumes that the ratio of the verti
cal to horizontal field components is con -
stant at all points along the road for a 
given lateral offset from the center of the 
wires. This would be true if the slope of 
the major axis of each ellipse at a given 
offset were constant. Note from Figure 7 
that the slope is not constant at a given 
offset. Furthermore, if one tried to use 

Figure 9. Auxiliary coils mounted on either side 
of error sensing coi I. 
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an automatic-gain control, which is time-phase dependent, then the time phase between 
the vertical and horizontal components must be constant. The variations of the eccen -
tricities of the ellipses in Figure 7 indicate that time phase was not constant with lat
eral displacement. Note that an asymmetry was present in the steel-mesh configura
tion used in obtaining the data shown in Figure 7. This caused the phase shift to be 
considerably greater on one side of the center line than on the other and consequently 
the vehicle, when laterally controlled with a phase-shift sensitive automatic-gain con
trol, swerved severely when passing over the section of highway from which the data 
shown in Figure 7 were obtained. 

Gain Compensation Teclmiques 

An alternative gain compensation technique is currently under investigation and 
seems to offer some promise of success. 

Two auxiliary coils (Fig. 9) were mounted on the test vehicle, one on each side of 
the lateral guidance coil, to correCt the sensitivity variation. These coils sense the 
later"al component of the magnetic field, and the outputs of the auxiliary coils are sub
tracted, resulting in a net voltage, Av, which is ideally a function only of field strength 
and not of lateral position on the road since the error characteristic is approximately 
linear . This situatio.n is shown in F igure 10. 

An Automatic Gain Control (AGC) system was considered, which employed Av to 
adjust a gain, K, so that · 

KAv = R 

where R constant reference voltage, or 

Horizontal component of 
B-field at junclion between 
lwo nlesh sections 

At longitudinal center 
of a n1esh section 

R 
K =Av 

By 

a, 

Figure 10. Output, Av, of auxiliary coi Is for two different control characteristics. 
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This value of gain is used to equalize the lateral guidance error signal, f, so that 

E"
0 

=KE: 

or 

RE" (1) E"o = Av 

An electronic circuit that performs the foregoing operation is described in the Appendix. 
To determine the effectiveness of this gain control technique, the lateral component 

of the magnetic field was measured as a function of lateral displacement from the cen
ter of the guided lane at a large number of points along an unopened section of 1-270 
near Columbus, Ohio. From the resulting family of curves, the unequalized error 
signal, E", was determined. The variations in E: as a function of position along the lane 
are shown in Figure lla. The operation of the AGC system was then simulated by ob
taining the appropriate value of Av from the family of curves and then dividing f by 
that value, as indicated in Eq. 1. The results are shown in Figure llb. The spacing 
of the two auxiliary coils was assumed to be 2 feet. 

As shown in Figure lla, the unequalized error, £, varied rapidly in amplitude at 
the joints between adjacent mesh sections and at the expansion joints on the bridge. In 
addition, it can be seen from the curves that the average value of f over the bridge 
is somewhat less than the average value over the rest of the road. 

In Figure llb, it is seen that the amplitude variations in E" 0 are less severe than 
those in £ and that the average value of ( 0 over the bridge section is only slightly less 
than that over the rest of the road. 

Since the equalized error, f 0 , is not a constant, it must be concluded that the basic 
1.ssumption on which the AGC technique was based is not perfectly valid-that is, the 
guidance field is not always linear. 

Consequently, it was necessary to operate the error amplifier in the AGC equalized 
system at a relatively low gain to obtain an overdamped response and thereby mask 
the error signal variations shown in Figure llb. However, since the variations of the 
error signal for the equalized system (Fig. llb) are less than those for the unequalized 
system, the equalized lateral control system can be operated at a higher gain with the 
result that the vehicle would deviate less from the center of the controlled lane for a 
given set of conditions. 

E 

la) 

EXPANS ION 
JOINTS 

- ---BRIDGE----

Figure 11. (a) Error signal on steel-reinforced highway for 2 feet displacement from center of lane 
without equi lization; and (b) error signal for same conditions with equi lization. 
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Testing of the AGC system on the automobile has been conducted at speeds up to 70 
mph over the same section of road on which the field measurements were made. The 
error amplifier gain in the control loop was made sufficiently low so that a smooth ride 
was obtained. No noticeable degradation' of performance was observed on the bridges; 
however, as the vehicle steered around a curve (radius of cur vature approximately 
3000 ft) at speeds approaching 70 mph, the position error became large (approximately 
2. 5 ft) due to the low gain . 

CONCLUSIONS 

Preliminary results of an investigation to determine the feasibility of full automatic 
lateral control of a vehicle at turnpike speeds have been presented in this paper. 

A system has been designed and experimentally tested at speeds up to 70 mph on 
both steel-reinforced roads and nonre'inforced roads. The severe problems produced 
by the steel reinforcing materials in the road have been isolated and clearly identified. 
The action of the AGC system in removing or minimizing the effects of the magnetic 
reference field strength variations was not completely satisfactory; however, notice
able improvement was obtained. Work on this system is continuing at the present time. 
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Appendix 
This AGC system was implemented electronically in the manner shown in Figure 12. 

The upper portion of the functional block diagram represents a technique for obtaining 
a DC error signal. This is obtained by employing the vertical component of the mag
netic field as a time-phase standard as indicated. 

The lower portion shows that the signal from the two auxiliary coils, Av, drives a 
voltage-controlled current source, the output of which controls a monostable multi
vibrator whose duty cycle is inversely proportional to the current, and thus to Av. The 
output of the multivibrator provides a drive for the chopper, which samples the un
equalized error signal during a length of time that is inversely proportional to Av. The 
resulting signal is acted on by a low-pass filter to produce a DC error signal that is 
proportional to (/Av, and hence is independent of field strength and proportional to 
lateral displacement. 
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Figure 12. Schematic diagram of gain compensation technique. 



Dynamic Evaluation of Automobile 
Rear Lighting Configurations 
RUDOLF G. MORTIMER, Highway Safety Research Institute, University of Michigan 

The purpose of this study was the evaluation of present and 
proposed means o( coding automobile rear lighting systems. 
Variables considered in the s tudy were (a) num ber of lamps , 
(b) separa tion of lamps by function, and (c) color . Also in
vestigated were intensity and flash rate codes currently in 
use. 

Testing was done at night with two specially equipped test 
vehicles. They were driven both on city streets and on a di
vided highway to provide "city" and "country" conditions. The 
lead car, equipped with eight rear lighting systems, displayed 
the test systems , one at a time, to two subjects in a following 
car. The test subjects (the driver and passenger) in the sec
ond vehicle performed a time-sharing task, which required 
that they respond to turn and stop signals given by the lead 
car. Their reaction times, the number of missed signals, 
and subjective ratings were used to evaluate system perfor
mance. A total of 66 male and female subjects were used. 

Results indicate that the rear lighting system concept pres
ently in use provided the poorest performance of all systems 
tested. Experimental systems show that the arousal property 
of signals is directly proportional to the number of lamps 
used. Separation of lamps by function and color coding of sig
nals were also shown to be factors significantly affecting sys
tem performance. 

The most effective systems were those in which taillights, 
turn signals, and stop signals were represented by separate 
l amps . The findings indicate that the light coding techniques 
represented by the experimental systems (and not currently 
employed in rear lighting systems) can lead to significant 
gains in driver performance. 

•THE automobile rear lighting system performs an important dual function in the pre
vention of accidents. The system alerts a following driver to an impending maneuver 
that will change the sto.tc of a lco.d vehicle (or vehicles), and supplies information con
cerning the nature of this change of state. Prior studies investigating both aspects of 
rear lighting systems are found elsewhere (2, 5, 7). 

Although the importance of rear lighting syStems in the reduction of accidents and 
the maintenance of safe traffic flow is generally assumed, there is relatively little 
available information to support this position. However, accident statistics for 1967 
do show that in all two-car accidents in Michigan, rear-end collisions accounted for 
17. 5 percent of fatalities , 49 .2 percent of injuries ., and 55 percent of property damage 
accidents (!). These data suggest that an improvement in rear lighting system per
for!11ance has potential for reducing rear-end collisions. 

Paper sponsored by Committee on Visibility and presented at the 48th Annua I Meeting. 
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Current automobile rear lighting systems provide the following signals: (a) brake 
signals, automatically activated when the driver applies his foot to the s er vice brake; 
(b) turn signals, driver-activated by the turn signal switch; and (c) taillights, dxiver
activated with the headlight switch to show the presence of a vehicle at night. These 
signals, all red in color on American cars, utilize changes of intensity or continuity 
(steady-burning or flashing) to present information. Thus, two basic codes, intensity 
and flash rate, are used to present information to following drivers. 

It is well known, however, that there are other light coding systems that offer both 
high arousal value and efficient means for transmission of information. The number 
of lights and their placement on the vehicle can be used for coding signals. In addi 
tion, a powerful cue frequently u tilized in the design of visual displays (4) is the use 
of more than one color. -

Therefore, number and color of lights are additional cues of potential value in the 
design of rear lighting systems. Shape and area of signal lamps are other potentially 
useful cues, but their utility was considered doubtful in a previous study (5), which al
so showed lamp number and color codes to be capable of effectively increasing the 
arousal properties of brake and turn signals. 

One purpose of the present study was to determine the value of a code based on num
ber of lamps and the effectiveness of separating lamps according to signal function. 
The use of number as a code provides an opportunity to separate signal lamps accord
ing to the function they perform. For example, in the present system the presence 
light (taillight), the brake, and the rear turn signals are given by one pair of lamps; 
any of these signals alone or in combination is represented by no more than two lights. 

A change in the number and, therefore, the placement of lights could produce a 
more effective signaling system. For example, two lights for signaling, braking, and 
turning could be provided in addition to the two presence lights. With this system, 
when only two taillights were seen at night, they would indicate only the presence of 
the vehicle. If more than two lights were visible, the following driver would know that 

change-of-state signal was being given: If four lights were visible, the following 
dver would know that the brake was being activated; three lights (one of which could 

be flashing) would indicate the driver intended a tur~g maneuver. This diffe rs from 
the present system concept, in which the number (or color) of the lights does not change 
and signal detection depends on the ability of the following driver to detect and inter
pret varying intensities and flashing conditions. 

A second objective of this study was to determine the role of color coding in addi
tion to the presently used intensity and flashing codes. If color is to be used success
fully as a code, the colors must be easily discriminated by drivers, a consideration 
that limits the choice to shades of three-red, amber, and green-blue-as the most 
likely candidates in terms of spectral discrimination. Presently available knowledge 
indicates that normal drivers would be able to discriminate easily between red and 
blue-green, while amber and red would possibly be confused since they are spectrally 
much closer. Further investigation, involving spectral and practical considerations, 
will be necessary to determine the most appropriate colors. 

There are numerous criteria that must be considered in the design of automobile 
rear lighting systems. We shall not belabor this question here, but merely say that a 
systems -oriented research program is needed to develop an improved rear lighting 
system. A comprehensive view of this problem has been discussed elsewhere (6). 

The present study provides a systematic evaluation of number, functional separa
tion, and color as codes for rear lighting systems. The ability of these coding systems 
to improve the arousal properties of stop and turn signals is compared with the pres
ent rear lighting system concept. 

METHOD 

Two vehicles were involved in this study. A lead car was equipped with the experi
mental lighting configurations that were to be evaluated. The following car carried the 
subjects and an experimenter who operated the data-recording equipment. 
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Figure l. Test lamps mounted on lead car. Following car's hood-mounted lights are visible in foreground . 

The Lead Car 

Six auxiliary lamps were mounted on the rear of the lead car (Fig. 1). The lamps 
were dual-filament, 4-in. diameter, sealed beam units and were carried in special 
housings (Fig. 2). Three lamps were mounted on each side of the car, and they were 
placed with 9-in. center-to-center separations. The design of the lamp housings al
lowed a clear spreading lens, which provided a uniform beam distribution of ±5 de
grees horizontally and ±2.5 degrees vertically, to be placed in front of the sources. 
Colored filters and neutral density filters could be fitted in front of the spreading lens. 
This arrangement allowed the lamp color to be easily changed by changing filters. The 
controls for these lamps were on the front seat of the lead car (Fig. 3) and were op
erated by the driver. 

Figure 2. Test lamps showing spreading lens and Figure 3. Control and calibration systems in lead 
filters. car. 

... 
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The Following Car 

The following car was equipped with devices to measure the subjects' response to 
signals given by the lead car. During each test, two subjects, a driver and passenger, 
were in the front seat of the following car. 

Primary Task Lights-The primary task lights were mounted on the hood of the fol
lowing car (two white lights). They were placed 33 in. forward of the windshield, and 
had a lateral separation of 31 in. They would light individually at a rate of 10 times 
per minute, with variable intervals and in a random sequence. A light would remain 
on until both subjects had responded to it, or for a maximum of 4 sec. 

Subjects' Response Switches-Two dash-mounted switches were placed so that they 
were easily oper ated by a driver/subject with his hands at the 10 and 2 o'clock posi
tions on the steering wheel. He responded to the primary task lights on the hood by 
depressing the switch on the same side as the light. A foot switch, conveniently lo
cated near the driver's left foot, was activated by the driver when he detected a signal 
from the lead car. 

The passenger held a switchbox containing three switches. Two switches, activated 
by the left thumb, were for responding to the primary task lights, and the third switch, 
operated by the right thumb, indicated the subject's response to signals from the lead 
car. 

Recording Equipment-An experimenter sat in the rear seat of the following car and 
monitored the recording equipment, which consisted of two digital clocks. A trans
mitter-receiver was provided for communication between experimenters in the test ve
hicles. Figure 4 shows the special equipment used in the following car . 

.. 

Figure 4. Setup in following car showing subjects and recording equipment. 
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Lighting Systems 

The study compared the following eight rear lighting configurations: 

1. All red; presence, stop and turn signals in one lamp. 
2. All red; presence separated from stop and turn. 
3. All red; presence and turn in one lamp, stop in a separate lamp. 
4. All red; presence, stop and turn in separate lamps . 
5, Presence, green, in one lamp; stop and turn, red, in a separate lamp. 
6. Presence and turn, green, in one lamp; stop, red, in a separate lamp. 
7. Presence, green; stop, red; turn, red; all in separate lamps. 
8. Presence, green; stop, red; turn, amber; all in separate lamps. 

In each system the presence lights remained on at all times. The lighting configura
tions are shown in Figure 5. 

The Dependent Variable 

The reaction time of each subject to the stop and turn signals was measured to the 
nearest 0.001 sec. 

~ 
P+ S+ T 

P+T 

p 

P - Presence (Tailligh t ) 

S - Stop 

T - Turn 

R - Red 

G - Green 

A - Amber 

p 

P+T 

p 

p 

Figure 5. Comparison of lighting configurations. 
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clignal Modes 

The reaction time to four types of signals were measured: 

1. Turn signal, both left and right; 
2. Stop signal; 
3. Turn-stop signal (stop signal, when a previously initiated turn signal was still 

flashing); and 
4. Stop-turn signal (turn signal, when a previously initiated stop signal was still 

being shown). 

Turn Signal Flash Rate 

Turn signals were the conventional flashing type. The flash rate was 1 cps, with 
75 percent "on" time. 

Photometry 

Neutral density filters were used for major adjustments, and potentiometers for 
minor adjustments, of the presence and signal light intensities. To insure similar 
warm-up and delay characteristics of signal light filaments, voltage was kept between 
12 and 12.5. 

A Spectra Pritchard photometer was used to measure intensities. Prior to use, it 
was cross-calibrated with a Macbeth illuminometer to insure that the readings obtained 
would not be contaminated by nonlinearities of the photometer's photomultiplier tube 
and filters, and to avoid criticisms that have been made about the use of this instru
ment for the calibration of signal lights (1). 

The presence light intensity, measured as the final output through the filters, was 
7 cp for all systems. The stop and turn signal intensity was 35 cp. 

'l:'elemetry 

During the experiments, the normal rear signaling system of the lead vehicle was 
covered and all signals were given by the experimental system. The initiation of a 
stop or turn signal caused a transmitter in the lead car to relay a signal to a receiver 
in the following car. The receiver, on receiving this signal, started the reaction
timing clocks in the following car. When the subjects responded to the stop or turn 
signals by depressing their switches, they stopped the timers. 

In modes three and four, when two signals were given at an interval of 2 to 7 sec, 
the transmitter was triggered only when the second signal was presented. For ex
ample, in mode three (turn-stop) a turn signal was first presented, and while it was 
still flashing a stop signal was given. The system was designed to activate the clocks 
on the second signal (stop signal), and thereby only measure the reaction time to the 
second signal. Similarly, in mode four the reaction time to the turn signal, not the 
previously initiated stop signal, was measured. Therefore, although the subjects re
sponded to both signals in modes three and four, only their response to the second sig
nal was measured. 

Subjects 

The subject group consisted of 25 females and 41 males between the ages of 19 and 
43 years. In the city test 34 subjects were used, and in the country test 32 were used. 

PROCEDURE 

The subjects, seated in the front seat of the following car, were initially assigned 
driver and passenger positions to be kept throughout the test. The driver of the fol
lowing car was told to maintain a normal, safe distance behind the lead car. Subjects 
were instructed to respond as rapidly as possible to their own car's hood-mounted 
lights, and to the lead car's stop and turn signals. They were then given both static 
and dynamic practice with the currently used rear lighting system (system 1) until they 
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became familiar with the task they were to perform. When the subjects were acquainted 
with the system, and judged ready to begin testing, they were shown the presence lights, 
stop signals and turn signals of the system that had been randomly selected as the first 
with which they would work. 

The cars, equipped with the fi r st lighting system, were then run until 16 reaction 
times (4 in each mode) had been obtained. The signal modes were randomly ordered 
in each system for each pair of subjects. When the testing of each system was com
pletf~d, the snhjP.cts made a rating, using a 10-point scale, of the "effectiveness in giv
ing signals" of the system they had just used. 

The presence and signal lights of the next randomly selected system were then dem -
onstrated and the procedure repeated until all eight systems had been used. Testing 
time was approximately 3 hours for each group of subjects. A rest period was given 
at the halfway mark. 

City Driving 

The city test was run on Stadium Blvd. and Washtenaw Ave. in Ann Arbor, between 
9 p.m. and midnight. The tests were run only on weekday nights under clear weather 
conditions. The route selected for the city test insured that the subjects would en
counter a visual background of store-front illumination, traffic signals, street lighting, 
neon signs, and the lights of other vehicles. Traffic density was generally high at the 
times involved. A distance of 867 miles was driven in the city test. 

Country Driving 

The country test was run on US 23 between the Washtenaw Ave. Interchange in Ann 
Arbor and the 1-96 Interchange in Brighton. The roads are 4-lane, divided highways 
with a 70-mph speed limit. The speed of the lead car was maintained between 50 and 
60 mph. The distance driven during the country test was 1424 miles. 

RESULTS 

Reaction Time Analysis 

The reaction time data were transformed to Loge in order to satisfy the normality 
and homogeneity of variance assumptions underlying the analysis of variance. The 

TABLE 1 

GEOMETRIC MEAN REACTION TIME FOR EACH SYSTEM BY SIGNAL MODEa 

System 
Mode 

2 3 4 5 6 

Turn 1. 170 0.988 1.206 0.988 0.930 1.334 

Stop 0.903 0.894 0.841 0.858 0.841 0.867 

Turn-stop 1.007 0.894 0.825 0.800 0.850 0.809 

Stop-tum 2. 155 1.010 1.001 0.939 1.873 1.473 

Mean 1.309 1.148 1.133 0 .896 1.123 1.121 

Individual Comparisons by Newman-Keuls Tests: 

1. Turn mode: systems 5, 8, 4, 2, 7 significontlyb be tter than 6, 3, I. 
Turn mode: systems 1, 3* significantly bette.- then 6. 

2. Stop mode: no differences were significant. 
3. Turn-stop mode: systems Bt 4, l: 6: 3, 5, 2 significant ly better then l. 

Turn-stop mode: system 8 significant ly better than 2. 
4, Stop-turn mode: systems 8, 4, 7 significantly better than 1, 5, 2, 3, 6. 

Stop-turn mode: system 6 significantly better than 1, 5 , 2, 3 . 
Stop-turn mode: system 3 significantly better than 1, 5 , 2*, 
Stop- turn mode: systems 2, 5 sign ificantly better than I. 

Mean 
7 8 

1.007 0.949 1.072 

0.858 0.825 0.861 

0.809 0.761 0.844 

0.927 0.894 1.467 

0.900 0.857 1.061 

0
0ato are in seconds for 34 subjects in city driving. The results of individua l comparison of systems in 
each mode ore also shown. 

bSignificant at P ~ 0.0 I un less marked with asterisk to indicate P ~ 0.05. 
--
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city and country driving tests were treated by independent analyses of variance, and the 
results are described separately. 

City Driving-The analysis of variance (not shown here) of the reaction times to the 
lead car signals in city driving revealed highly significant effects due to the signal sys
tems, the signal modes, and the systems x modes interaction. 

Table 1 gives the geometric mean reaction time for each cell in the systems x modes 
interaction, and the main effect means. 

The results of Newman-Keuls tests (8) showed that: 

1. In the turn mode, reaction times for system 2, 4, 5, 7, and 8 were significantly 
shorter than those for systems 1, 3, and 6. Also, reaction times for system 1 and 3 
were shorter than those for system 6. 

2. In the stop mode, there were no statistically significant differences between 
systems. 

3. In the turn-stop mode, in which reaction time to the stop signal only was mea
sured, system 1 was significantly inferior to the others. Also, system 8 was more 
effective than system 2. 

4. In the stop-turn mode, system 1 was significantly poorer than any other. Sys
tems 4, 7, and 8 were significantly superior to systems 2, 3, 5, and 6. System 6 was 
better than 2, 3, and 5, and system 3 was better than system 2 and 5. 

Country Driving-The analysis of variance of the country driving reaction times al
so showed highly significant signal systems and signal modes main effects, and a sig
nificant systems x modes interaction. 

Table 2 gives the geometric means of the systems x modes interaction, and the 
overall system and modes means. 

A Newman-Keuls test on the systems x modes interaction showed: 

1. In the turn mode, system 7 was significantly more effective than systems 1, 3, 
4, and 6 and systems 2 and 5 were better than system 6. 

2. In the stop mode, there were no significant differences between systems. 
3. In the turn-stop mode, system 8 was significantly superior to all other systems 

except system 7. System 7 was significantly better than systems 1, 2, and 5, and sys
tems 3, 4, and 6 were better than system 2. 

TABLE 2 

GEOMETRIC MEAN REACTION TIME FOR EACH SYSTEM BY SIGNAL MODEa 

System 
Mode 

4 6 

Turn 0.958 0.885 0.978 0.978 0.894 0.997 

Stop 0.761 0.800 0.835 0.800 0.785 0.777 

Turn-stop 0.876 0.903 0.800 0.792 0.858 0.800 

Stop-turn 1.782 1.677 1.401 0.921 1.695 1.049 

Mean 1.094 1.066 1.004 0.873 1.058 0.906 

Individual Comparisons by Newman-Keuls Tests: 

l. Turn mode: system 7 significantlyb better than 6, 3, 4, 1. 
Turn mode: systems 2, 5 significantly better than 6*. 

2. Stop mode: no differences were significant. 
3. Turn-stop mode: system 8 significantly better than 2, 1, 5, 3*, 6*, 4*, 

Turn-stop mode: system 7 significantly better than 2, 1, 5*. 
Turn-stop mode: systems 4, 6*, 3*, significantly better than 2. 

4. Stop-turn mode: system 7 significantly better than I, 5, 2, 3, 6, 4*. 
Stop-turn mode: systems 8, 4 significantly better than 1, 5, 2, 3, 6, 
Stop-turn mode: system 6 significantly better than l, 5, 2, 3. 
Stop-turn mode: system 3 significantly better than l, 5, 2. 

7 

0.850 

0.754 

0.761 

0.825 

0.798 

8 

0.912 

0.777 

0.717 

0.867 

0.818 

Mean 

0.932 

0.786 

0.813 

1.277 

0.952 

aData are in seconds for 32 subjects in country driving. The results of individual comparisons of systems 
in each mode are also shown. 

bsignificant at P ;:;;0,01 unless marked with asterisk to indicate P ?Q,05. 
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4. In the stop-turn mode, system 7 was superior to all other systems except sys
tem 8. System 4 and 8 were superior to systems 1, 2, 3, 5, and 6; system 6 to 1, 2, 3, 
and 5; and system 3 to 1, 2, and 5. 

City and Country Driving-For both city and country tests, the longest mean reac
tion time, across modes, was for system 1. The mean reaction times for turn signals, 
especially in the stop-turn mode, were longer than for stop signals, and the overall 
mean reaction time was longer for the city condition than it was for the country con -
dition. 

Missed Signals Analysis 

When a subject did not respond within 10 sec to a signal given by the lead car, the 
response time was recorded as a missed signal. The missed signal was repeated at a 
later time during the trials. Therefore, there were no missing data in the analyses 
of variance just presented. 

The systems and modes in which misses occurred were analyzed. In the country 
condition the number of misses was only one-fifth that of the city condition, and misses 
were evenly dispersed among all systems. 

In the city condition, 40 percent of the misses occurred with system 1. A Chi
square analysis showed thr,t there were significantly more misses in system 1 than any 
other. Also, system 1, a 2-lamp system, had significantly more misses than all 4-
and 6-lamp systems; and 4-lamp systems incurred significantly more misses than 6-
lamp systems. 

Subjective Rating Analysis 

The ratings made by the subjects produced the following rank-ordering of perceived 
system effectiveness: 

1. System 8 
2. System 7 
3. System 4 
A Cl .... ,..+ ..... .._ r::. 
""::E• uy~\..it:;:.lU ~ 

5. System 2 
6.5. System 3 and 6 

8. System 1 

DISCUSSION 

An analysis of reaction time data revealed statistically reliable performance differ
ences among the tested rear lighting systems. Only the stop mode, of the four signal 
modes, produced no significant differences in system performance. 

In the turn, stop-turn, and turn-stop modes (Tables 1 and 2) the present system 
coding concept was shown to be inferior to experimental systems using additional codes 
such as number, color, and functional separation. 

In the turn mode, those systems that combined the presence and turn signals in one 
lamp (systems 1, 3, and 6) produced the poorest pcrformanee, a.nd the green turn sig
nal-presence combination (system 6) was not as effective as the red eq_uivalent (sys
tem 3). 

In the turn-stop mode, which allowed an evaluation of the arousal properties of the 
stop signal during turn-signaling, separation of the stop lamp from the presence-turn 
lamp led to significant improvements when: 

1. The red presence-turn lamp was separated from the red stop lamp (compare 
system 2 and 3, Table 2). 

2. The green presence-turn lamp was separated from the red stop lamp (system 6). 
3. The red lamps were all separated (system 4). 
4. The most effective method, complete separation and color coding, was used 

(systems 7 and 8). -
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In the s top-turn mode, in both city and country tests, systems employing complete 
functional separation of lamps (systems 4, 7, and 8) were superior to all others. Sys
tem 6 was superior to 3 and both were better than systems 2 and 5. 

An overall appraisal of the findings given in Tables 1 and 2 indicates that systems 7 
and 8 were consistently superior to the present concept (system 1) and to most of the 
other systems. System 4, which used complete functional separation in an all-red con
figuration, was also effective. Further evidence for the effectiveness of number coding 
and functional separation was supplied by the missed-signal analysis. This measure
ment indicated that there were significant reductions in missed signals as the functional 
separation of lamps was increased, although little further benefit was derived from 
color coding. 

Although the addition of color coding did not significantly reduce the number of missed 
signals, there was evidence that color coding, in addition to complete functional sepa
ration, was useful in reducing reaction times, since system 8 was significantly superior 
to system 4 in the turn-stop mode, and system 7 was s uperior to system 4 in the stop
turn mode (Table 2). Also, over all mean reaction times for systems 5 and 6 were 
lower than those for the comparable all-red systems 2 and 3. 

The subjects indicated, through their subjective ratings, that they found color cod
ing, change in number of lights, and func tional separation to be beneficial to rear light
ing system performance. The subjects r ated the present concept (sys tem 1) lowest, 
and tended to prefer systems that made maximum use of all three techniques. 

On the basis of these studies it can be concluded that the use of number as a code is 
effective. The functional separation that becomes possible as the number of lamps is 
increased has an effect on system performance. The benefits to be derived from func
tion separation are exemplified by a comparison of system 6 with 5, and system 3 with 
2. These data suggest that it is better to separate the stop lamps from the presence
turn lamps than to separate the presence lamps from the stop-turn lamps. 

Some European cars use presence-stop lamps separated from turn lamps and, al
though this arrangement has limitations, such partial separations are an improvement 
over the current domestic design. However, for night driving it would be preferable 
to separate the stop lamp from other lamps, because the stop signal is probably the 
most important element of the rear lighting system. 

The data clearly show that the best lighting systems employed both full functional 
separation and color coding. Prior data (5) have shown that partial functional separa
tion with color coding is significantly more effective than currently used systems. 

Inspection of Tables 1 and 2 shows that the longest reaction times in system 1 were 
associated with the turn, turn-stop and, most markedly, the stop-turn modes. There
fore, coding should concentrate on the reduction of reaction times in these modes. The 
coding scheme used in system 6 does this most effectively for 4-lamp systems. All 
the 6-lamp systems, especially those employing some degree of color coding, provided 
considerable reductions in reaction times. 

The systems used in this study were selected to provide a systematic evaluation of 
coding concepts. No attempt to evaluate particular rear lighting configurations was 
made. H the data are used to help make design decisions for an improved system, 
other considerations must be taken into account. Such considerations would include 
cost, compatibility with existing vehicles, and roadway elements, and the desirability 
of future changes in the rear lighting system to produce the most valuable and practical 
message content. 

In the meantime, the present study has shown that considerable improvements can 
be made in the arousal properties of the signals presented by currently used rear light
ing systems. 
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Daytime Running Lights 
L. ELLIS KING, Department of Civil Engineering, West Virginia University; and 
D. M. FINCH, Institute of Transportation and Traffic Engineering, University of 

California, Berkeley 

The accident rate and total number of accidents involving mo
tor vehicles in the daytime has reached alarming proportions. 
Among the suggestions to solve the problem, one recurring 
idea is that a lighting device, in the form of a daytime running 
light, may be effective in reducing the number of accidents by 
increasing the daytime visibility of vehicles in the driver's 
field of view. The primary objective of this investigation was 
to examine the idea that running lights on motor vehicles would 
substantially increase the perceptibility of the vehicles under 
daylight conditions. The study was divided into three parts: 
(a) an investigation of the levels of background luminance en
countered under typical roadway conditions; (b) luminance 
measurements of vehicles halted at a signalized intersection; 
and (c) subjective evaluations of simulated running lights un
der static test conditions. 

The combined results of the three parts indicate that the 
daytime visibility of a vehicle can be improved by the addition 
of a running light. It is further indicated that such a lighting 
device should have an intensity of approximately 2000 candle
power and a minimum luminous area of 20 sq in. 

•THE accident rate and total number of accidents involving motor vehicles in the day
time is approaching alarming proportions. A number of agencies, groups, and indi
viduals have been studying the problem, and suggestions for partial solutions are con
stantly being submitted for consideration. 

One recurring idea is that lighting devices may be effective in reducing accidents by 
increasing the daytime visibility of vehicles in a driver's field of view. There has been 
support for this idea from various quarters and legislation permitting or requiring day
time "running lights" has been introduced in several state legislatures. One research 
report (1) on the subject presents evidence that the visibility of a motor vehicle in the 
daytime -can, under certain conditions, be extremely poor. Furthermore, this report 
also suggests that the use of properly designed running lights on vehicles may insure 
adequate visibility under virtually all daytime conditions. 

The primary objective of this investigation was to examine the idea that running 
lights on motor vehicles would substantially increase the perceptibility of the vehicles 
under daylight conditions. To achieve this objective, the investigation was divided in
to three parts: (a) an investigation of the levels of background luminance encountered 
under typical roadway conditions; (b) luminance measurements of vehicles halted at a 
signalized intersection; and (c) subjective evaluations of simulated running lights under 
static test conditions. 

;per sponsored by Committee on Visibility and presented at the 48th Annual Meeting . 
I 23 
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BACKGROUND LUMINANCE MEASUREMENTS 

Test Equipment 

The test equipment consisted of a specially constructed luminance meter, a DC am
plifier, and a strip-chart recorder, all mounted in a 196 5 Ford station wagon. The 
luminance meter was mounted in place of the vehicle's rearview mirror, at approxi
mately the same height above the roadway as the average driver's eyes, and aimed 
straight ahead. Although it was possible to vary the acceptance angle of the luminance 
meter, a 10-deg angle was maintained during all test runs. At a distance of 100 ft 
ahead of the vehicle, the field of the luminance meter encompassed a circular area 
approximately 17. 5 ft in diameter. The output of the luminance meter sensing unit, a 
color-corrected selenium photocell, was amplified and fed to the strip-chart recorder. 
The recorder was operated with a chart speed of 8 in./min, and the apparatus had been 
calibrated in the laboratory so that by using the proper scale, the background lumi
nance in foot-Lamberts could be read directly from the strip chart. 

Procedures 

Test runs were made on three different days over three different routes selected to 
include freeways, rural roads, suburban and city streets. The test vehicle was driven 
over these routes in a normal manner and data were continuously recorded while the 
vehicle was in n1otion and during the usual traffic stops. A written record of location, 
weather condition, and traffic density was also kept, and the chart trace was keyed to 
this record through a series of marks placed on the edge of the chart at approximately 
5-min intervals by means of a manually operated event marker. 

Data Analysis and Results 

A total of more than 16 hours of data was recorded on the strip charts. The char1 

were analyzed and the following values obtained for each 1-min time interval: (a) ma._ 
imum luminance in foot-Lamberts, (b) minimum luminance in foot-Lamberts, (c) av
erage luminance in foot-Lamberts, and (d) rate of change of luminance in foot-Lamberts 
per second. 

The values of primary interest with regard to intensity requirements for running 
lights are the maximum background luminances encountered in the test runs. These val
ues are given in Table 1. It can be seen that the greatest value of background luminance 
recorded under any of the test conditions is 3000 ft-L. Thus, to increase substantially 
the perceptibility of any vehicle that does not develop adequate contrast under such con
ditions, a running light would have to provide a luminance at least 10 to 15 times the 
background value (these factors are based on the authors' judgments as well as on re
sults of fundamental studies by Blackwell and others) or approximately 30, 000 to 45,000 
ft-L. 

VEHICLE LUMINANCE MEASUREMENTS 

Procedure 

A Spectra-Pritchard telephotometer was set up to measure the luminance of cars 
stopped for a traffic light at a road intersection in Richmond, California. The tele
photometer, equipped with a 2-in. aperture, was set up at a distance of 300 to 400 ft 
from the intersection and aimed, whenever possible, at a vertical painted surface of 
the vehicle. Under these conditions, it was possible to obtain luminance readings over 
a relatively small circular area, and surface areas of the vehicle producing high specu
lar reflections could generally be avoided. 

Luminance measurements were thus made for a total of 172 cars of various colors, 
including black and white. Readings were recorded from 7:30 a.m. until about 12:30 p.m. 
on an overcast summer day with the ambient light level ranging from 45 to 345 ft-c. 

Test Results 

The highest luminance reading of 4800 ft-L was obtained for a white vehicle at noo· 
However, since this value was substantially greater than any other obtained in these 



tests, it probably resulted from 
a very intense specular reflec
tion and is, therefore, not real
ly valid. The maximum lumi
nances obtained for white and 
other light-colored vehicles 
generally fell in the 2000 to 3000 
ft-L range. At the other ex
treme, luminance values of less 
than 100 ft-L were obtained for 
some dark-colored vehicles in 
the early-morning hours. 

It can be seen from these 
data and the background lumi-
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TABLE 1 

MAXIMUM BACKGROUND LUMINANCE IN FOOT-LAMBERTS 

Type of Road 

Freeway 

Rural 

Suburban 

City street 

Sunny 

3000 

2950 

2900 

2350 

Weather Condition 

Cloudy or 
Light Overcast 

1680 

2550 

1350 

1050 

Heavy 
Overcast 

1300 

520 

1300 

225 

Fog 

520 

1600 

700 

nance values previously discussed that in some cases the lack of sufficient contrast be
tween vehicle and general surround results in poor visibility of the vehicle. Thus, in 
the case of a dark-colored vehicle, the greatest visibility problem occurs under low
ambient light conditions such as before sunrise, after sunset, and in heavily overcast 
weather-conditions under which a light-colored vehicle generally provides better visi
bility. In establishing the intensity requirement for a daytime running light, however, 
one must also consider the case in which a light-colored vehicle under very high-am
bient light conditions may likewise not be plainly visible, especially at distances greater 
than several hundred feet. Under these conditions, a running light must have a rela
tively high luminance-at least 10 times that of the background-in order to make the 
vehicle appreciably more perceptible. 

SUBJECTIVE TESTS 

',St Equipment 
I 

The equipment for this part of the investigation consisted of a light source of vari-
able size and luminance, and two specially equipped vehicles. The light source (Fig. 1) 

consists of a 12-volt, 40-watt sealed beam 
lamp with a specified maximum beam can
dlepower of 30,000, and a translucent plas-

1ure 1. Front view of test light source with 
_) aperture- and intensity-reducing slides. 

tic shield that serves to diffuse the light 
and to present a more uniform appearance 
to the observer. The effective size of the 
light source is changed by using aperture 
slides with openings of various diameters. 
The luminance of the source is varied by 
means of a set of intensity-reducing slides. 
Each of these has a circular pattern of 
drilled holes of a particular size. As the 
holes increase in size, more light passes 
through the slide and the apparent lumi
nance of the source is increased, with no 
change in color temperature of the source. 
Two aperture plates, each with a circular 
opening 2 in. or 5 in. in diameter, were 
used in conjunction with 11 luminance 
levels in this investigation. The candle
power of the source for each condition was 
measured by a laboratory photometer and 
the luminance was calculated in each case 
from the measured intensity and the known 
luminous area. The calculated values were 
verified with a Spectra- Pritchard tele
photometer. Table 2 gives the photometric 
data for the test light source. 
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TABLE 2 

PHOTOMETRIC DATA FOR TEST LIGHT SOURCE 

Two vehicles, originally 
specially equipped for another 
project, were modified to suit 
the needs of this investigation. 
One of these, a Ford Econoline 
Van, is equipped with an AC 
generator, which served as a 
sta]Jle power supply for the test 
light source. The second ve
hicle is the station wagon used 
in making the background lumi
nance n1easuren1ents; it served 
as the observer station for each 
subject making evaluations. 
Communication between per
sonnel in the two vehicles was 
carried on by means of a two
way radio system. A second 
signaling system, consisting 

2-In. Aperture 
Intensity 
Slide No. 

0 

4 

7 

8 

9 

10 

Intensity, 
cp 

0 

o.·32 
0.78 

2.6 

3.5 

6.5 

18 

42 

82 

160 

500 

Test Procedure 

Lwninance, 
ft-L 

0 

50 

110 

370 

500 

940 

2,600 

6,000 

12,000 

23, 000 

72,000 

5-In. Aperture 

Intensity, Luminance, 
cp ft-L 

0 0 

1. 6 40 

2.5 60 

6.5 150 

16 400 

34 800 

74 1, 700 

150 3, 500 

260 6, 000 

600 14, 000 

1600 37, 000 

of a pushbutton switch in the 
station wagon and a loud buzzer 
in the van, was also provided. 

The test equipment was set up on an infrequently traveled roadway. As shown in 
Figure 2, the van and station wagon were stationed in the same traffic lane 600 ft apart 
and facing each other. The 600-ft distance was determined on the basis of the minimum 
stopping distance required to avoid a collison between two vehicles traveling'toward 
each other at 65 mph (2). The test light source was placed on a small stand immedi
ately in front of the van, and the Pritchard photometer was set up beside the station 

agon (Fig. 2). 
For each test, the observer was seated in the driver's position in the station wagon. 

The observer was supplied with a test data form and shown how to mark it. He was 
also instructed in the use of the buzzer signal system. The test provided for 11 eval
uations of the light source with one given aperture size, each at a different luminance 
level. A table of random numbers (3) was used in making up the sequence in which the 
11 luminance levels were presented:- To reduce the possibility of the observer recog
nizing the pattern, this sequence was reversed after each series of 11 evaluations. 

Each series of observations began with 
the test light source at the front of the van 
turned off. After observing this condition, 
the observer signaled the operator in the 
van by means of the buzzer circuit, to be
gin the test. Each luminance level was 
evaluated with respect to any improvement 
in the visibility of the vehicle due to the 
addition of the running light. The observer 
made one of three choices: (a) no improve
ment, (b) marginal improvement, or (c) 
definite improvement. After making each 
evaluation, the observer sounded the buzz 
er so that the operator could set the test 
light source for the next luminance level. 
The time allowed for each evaluation was 
essentially unrestricted. After all 11 lu- = 

Figure 2. Subjective test setup for evaluating minance levels had been presented, the 
running-light intensity. source was again turned off, the observ,,-



was given a new test data form, and 
another series of observations was begun. 
A test session involving one test subject 
normally consisted of approximately 20 
such series of observations and required 
approximately 1 hour to complete. H 
weather permitted, each observer made 
evaluations at three different times of 
day: early morning, midday and late eve
ning. 

At the beginning of each test series, 
the time of day and the average back
ground luminance, as measured by the 
vehicle-mounted luminance meter, were 
recorded on the test data form. Approxi
mately every 5 min during the tests, spot 
luminance measurements were made at a 
number of points surrounding the test 
light source (Fig. 3). These readings, 
made with the Spectra-Pritchard telepho-
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Figure 3. Test light source and surrounding area 
showing points at which spot luminance readings 

were taken during subjective tests. 

TABLE 3 

FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF CONTRAST VALUES FOR ALL 
SUBJECTIVE RESPONSES 

Contrast Range LT/BG LT/BG5 LT/BG7 LT/VH 

) 0-1 424 516 517 545 

1-2 303 173 270 139 

2-3 227 332 235 299 

3-4 150 68 131 110 

4-5 130 87 142 72 

5-6 110 129 64 115 

6-7 79 116 80 159 

7-8 85 103 68 114 

8-9 97 79 104 35 

9-10 76 19 74 50 

10-11 53 29 32 30 

11-12 71 40 50 49 

12-13 29 30 69 79 

13-14 44 59 32 70 

14-15 34 82 49 45 

15-16 30 68 54 87 

16-17 31 67 33 50 

17-18 40 59 55 24 

18-19 43 58 54 17 

19-20 58 17 41 32 

20-25 147 70 120 61 

25-30 138 79 127 92 

30-40 127 165 101 227 

40-60 248 99 99 139 

60-80 106 48 51 227 

80-100 55 56 50 58 

100 and up 443 439 445 656 

Neg. values 2628 2919 2859 2425 
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tometer set up adjacent to the observer (Fig. 2), were later transferred to the test data 
forms. The numbers 1 through 7 in Figure 3 indicate the points at which the spot lu
minance measurements were made. 

Test Subjects 

Ten subjects, 8 men and 2 women, acted as observers in these tests. The subjects 
ranged in age from 21 to 49, and each h~d his eyes examined at the Clinic of the Uni
versity of California, Berkeley, School of Optometry, before taking part in the tests. 
All of the test subjects were found to have either normal vision or vision corrected to 
normal by eyeglasses. All of the subjects in the latter category wore their eyeglasses 
while making test observations. 

Data Analysis 

A total of approximately 6000 evaluations was made by the 10 test subjects. The in
formation recorded on the test data forms was transferred to punch cards and all sub
sequent manipulations performed by computer. A program was written to reorder the 
data and to determine several quantities of possible interest. 

The computer output contains information including the following: the luminance and 
candlepower of the light source for each test observation and the observer's correspond-

TABLE 4 

FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF CONTRAST VALUES FOR 
DEFINITE IMPROVEMENT RESPONSES 

Contrast Range LT / BG LT/ BG5 LT/ EG7 LT / VH 

0-1 18 41 45 17 

1-2 24 lG 13 6 

2-3 24 42 36 37 

3-4 15 5 16 4 

4-5 17 17 29 10 

5-6 6 31 19 10 

6-7 14 26 20 21 

7-6 25 20 12 11 

6-9 18 17 23 4 

9-10 20 14 10 

10-11 6 6 

11-12 13 14 11 6 

12-13 10 5 8 11 

13-14 10 9 3 16 

14-15 16 7 6 

15-16 7 10 17 

16-17 19 7 2 

17-18 13 12 

18-19 9 16 3 

19-20 0 11 7 

20-25 20 18 16 10 

25-30 31 12 19 

30-40 28 23 20 43 

40-60 30 13 13 29 

60-80 19 6 51 

80-100 8 5 11 

100 and up 42 40 41 67 

Neg. value s 26 32 25 22 
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ing subjective evaluation; and the contrast values associated with each test condition, 
calculated from the formula 

c 

where 

C contrast 
L luminance of the light source 

0 

Lb luminance of the surround 

Four different contrast values were calculated for each test condition and given the 
following notation: LT/BG denotes the contrast between the test light source and the 
background measured with the 10-deg luminance meter; LT/BG 5 is the contrast be
tween the light source and the average of the luminances for areas 1, 3, 4, 6 and 7 
(Fig. 3) as measured with the Pritchard photometer; LT/BG 7 is the contrast between 
the light source and the average of the luminances for all 7 areas of Figure 3 as mea
sured with the Pritchard photometer; LT/VH is the contrast between the light source 
and the vehicle (Pritchard reading for area 5). 

These contrast data are summarized in Tables 3 and 4. Table 3 gives the frequency 
distribution of the contrast values for all subjective test observations, while Table 4 
does the same for values corresponding only to subjective responses of "definite im
provement." 

Test Results 

The results of the subjective tests are shown as curves in Figures 4, 5, and 6. The 
)data for the light source with the 2-in. aperture are shown in Figure 4 and for the light 
source with the 5-in. aperture in Figure 5. Figure 6 combines the data for both aper
tures. Combining the data seems justified since the corresponding curves for the two 
cases are quite similar and, in many instances, the corresponding points are very 
close together. 

Since the 85th percentile frequently serves as a reference level in many traffic 
studies, it can be used here for illustration purposes. Thus, it can be seen from Fig
ure 6 that the light intensities for 85 percent definite improvement responses from the 
evening, noon, and morning curves are 140, 940 , and 1800 cp, respectively. 

LIGHT SOURCE WITH 2" APERTURE 
100 

./ "[';ENING 

. /. 

L /::00.. 

-; /~ING 
J -

I 
I 
• • 

200 400 600 800 1000 1200 1400 1600 
LIGHT INTENSITY (CP) 

Figure 4. Subjective test results for light source with 2-in. aperture. 
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1-z 

M ._ 

200 

LIGHT SOURCE WITH 5 " APERTURE 

400 600 BOO 1000 1200 1400 1600 
LIGHT INTENSITY (CPI 

Figure 5. Subjective test results for light source with 5-in. aperture. 

The significance of the three curves in Figure 6 requires explanation.. The test ve
hicle (van) remained oriented throughout the tests, relative to the sun, in such a way 
that in the mornings the sun shone directly on the front of the van. Under these condi
tions, a relatively high light intensity was required to provide enough contrast between 
the test light and the vehicle. At noontime, the sun was overhead so that the front of 
the van was no longer directly illuminated by the sun and consequently it took less test
light intensity to provide the same contrast. By afternoon the front of the van was in 
heavy shadow and light intensity necessary for the same contrast was further reduced. 
Thus, the position of the test vehicle relative to the sun during the morning, noon, and 
evening hours accounts for the relative location of the curves on the graph. However, 
since vehicles on the road can be oriented in virtuaiiy any direction with respect to the 
sun, both during morning and evening hours, the corresponding two curves would apply 
in terms of vehicle-sun orientation rather than time of day. 

The shape of the curves may also be of some interest. It can be seen from the graph 
that each curve begins with a fairly steep rise followed by a definite knee, then tends 

LIGHT SOURCE WITH 2" OR 5" APERTURE 
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~ 
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! 
"' !:: z 
iL 
.i!j 
I-z 
l'J 
0: 

"' ._ 
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Figure 6. Subjective test data for 2- and 5-in. aperture combined. 
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to flatten out. Thus, in the range of 0 to 400 cp, small increases in light intensity 
produce relatively large increases in the percentage of definite improvement responses. 
And, as would be expected, this effect is greatest for the case in which the area sur
r ounding the test Ught source is in shadow (the evening curve). The lowest light in
tensity definitely beyond the knees of the curves is about 600 cp and increases in in
tensity above this point yield relatively smaller increases in percentage of definite im
provement responses. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Results obtained in this investigation indicate that the use of properly designed run
ning lights on motor vehicles could improve the perceptibility of the vehicles under cer
tain daytime conditions. There are basically two such conditions under which there 
may not be enough contrast between vehicle and background for adequate visibility of 
the vehicle. For dark-colored vehicles, this situation may exist with low-ambient light 
conditions such as in the early morning or late afternoon hours of the day. Poor visi
bility in the case of light-colored vehicles may exist with a very high background lumi
nance as encountered on a bright sunny day. 

In establishing the minimum intensity requirement for a vehicle running light, it is 
the latter case, of course, that must be given predominant consideration. The results 
of field studies made as part of this investigation indicate that the background lumi
nance prevailing under certain roadway and weather conditions may reach a value of 
approximately 3000 ft-L. To produce enough contrast under such conditions, it is 
judged that a running light should provide a luminance of at least 45,000 ft-L with a 
luminous area large enough to be seen as a surface at a distance of 600 ft. 

On the basis of the subjective tests performed, it is believed that a vehicle running 
light, to be satisfactory for daytime use, should have an intensity of roughly 2000 cp 
and a luminous area of at least 20 sq in. (equivalent to a 5-in. diameter circle). Head
. · ,.,hts (on high beam) will generally satisfy these requirements. 

' 
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Brightness and Brightness Ratio as Factors in the 
Attention Value of Highway Signs 
RICHARD PAIN, Grumman Aircraft Engineering Corporation 

By measuring the subjective reactions and eye movements of subjects 
looking at pairs of neutral gray chips varying in either brightness, 
brightness ratio, or brightness and brightness ratio, it was possible 
to assess the role of these parameters in attention value. Each vari
able controlled attention when unconfounded. When the two parame
ters varied simultaneously, brightness ratio predominated, but a high 
brightness enhanced the attention-getting value of high contrast. This 
was more evident in the negative than in the positive contrast direc
tion. It is suggested that addition of a factor considering high rela
tive brightness in combination with high relative brightness ratio 
would refine the Forbes et al models of highway sign attention value. 

•IN a study conducted by Forbes (4), two types of attention value, as applied t o highway 
signs, were indicated: (a) ta-rget value (characteristics that make a sign stand out in 
competition with other signs and distractions), and (b) priority value (qualities of a sign 
that result in one sign being read first, given equal target value). In the most recent 
work, the variables of position, brightness, size, and color in relation to sign target 
value were studied (7). Using, in part, a laboratory simulation technique, four simu 
lated highway signs were simultaneously presented for 1 sec against a continually pl - -
ent highway scene. The subject was to indicate which of the presented signs was seen 
''best and quickest" by pushing the appropriate response button, To simulate the con
stant activity (visual and motor) involved in driving, the subject performed a secondary 
task. Highway sign presentations were randomly interspersed, while the secondary 
task was performed. 

Of the four signs used, each was a different brightness of green; two were mounted 
over the highway, and one on each side of the road. The results showed that the over
head signs were picked first, and that the brightest sign was usually picked first for a 
night condition, whereas the darkest sign was usually picked first for a day condition . 
The same finding was replicated at a later date (5), but it was subsequently found that 
the brightness of the letters on the sign and the Sign size modified the results of the 
first study (6). 

A mathematical model that gave the closest approximation to the experimental data 
of the four experiments was based on the sign to background brightness ratio, with let
ter to sign brightness ratio added where appropriate. The summed ratios were then 
converted to percentages. This mudel is obviously based on brightness ratios and the 
assumption that brightness ratio was the factor controlling target value. In the experi
ments using blank signs, the brightness ratio model fitted well and appeared to account 
for the target value of each sign when more than one sign was present. A model based 
on the more commonly used percent contrast gave the next best fit. Because the bright
ness ratio model has the closest approximation to the actual data, it was hypothesized 
that brightness ratios, not absolute intensity, controlled the attention value of the simu
lated signs (7). 

Other reasons for considering the mathematical model as a hypothesis arose from 
practical experimental limitations. It was not possible to delve into the study of any 
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one factor of target value extensively ; therefore, only four brightnesses were used. 
These were selected by inspection, and were unequally distributed along the brightness 
continuum. Also, and most importantly, the simulated signs were always presented 
against a fairly homogeneous background scene. This meant that whenever the four 
signs were of different brightnesses, the sign to background brightness ratios were also 
different. In short, stimulus brightness and sign to background brightness ratio were 
always confounded . The con.founding of these two variables does not appear to be unique 
to the above experiments. The effect of stimulus intensity on learning (12); on response 
st r ength (10), and other s ; on binocular rivalry (3); and on attention valuel l), and others 
have beenStudied, but background intensity remained invariant. This meailt that stim -
ulus intensity varied, but contrast also varied and was confounded. 

In the area of perception, the work of Blackwell (2) on contrast thresholds and Jame
son and Hurvich (11) on brightness matching at various contrast levels indicated that 
stimulus brightness and contrast interact in their effect on perception. From these 
studies and the work of Forbes et al, it would seem reasonable to generalize the idea 
of an interactive effect between contrast and stimulus brightness to their functioning as 
determiners of attention. 

Measuring attention has been a problem. Motor responses allow the subject to make 
position responses; i.e., S uses only one of several available response indicators. The 
amount of judgment or logical decision-making involved in subjective responses is un
known. By monitoring eye movements these problems would be circumvented. There 
is an imperfect correlation between eye orientation and perceptual result; however, eye 
movements should reflect which stimulus is attended . Since the stimulus reported by 
the subject probably controls overt responding, this must be considered the primary 
measure of attention value. 

PROBLEM 

The present study attempts to evaluate the effect on attention value of (a) brightness, 
;n brightness r atio is held constant; (b) brightness r atio, when brightness is held 

constant ; and (c) s timulus brightness and brightness r atio, when both are varied simul
taneously. Specifically it is hypothesized that: (1) if stimulus brightness is held con
stant (B = K), the highest brightness ratio will be reported as being seen ''best and 
quickest"; (2) if brightness ratio is held constant (R = K), the highest brightness stimulus 
will be reported as being seen ''best and quickest"; and (3) if brightness ratio and stim
ulus brightness are varied simultaneously (B I-Kand R I- K), brightness ratio will de
termine which stimulus is reported as seen ''best and quickest ." 

The present study further attempts to determine if an interaction between brightness 
and contrast, such as found by Blackwell (2) at threshold levels, will also be found at 
supra-threshold levels, with regard to attention value. Thehypothesisis: (4) higher rel
ative brightness will enhance the attention value of any brightness ratio. The study 
also attempts to evaluate the relation between a primary and several alternative types 
of attention-value measures. It is further hypothesized that: (5) eye movement mea
sures will be highly correlated with, and will give essentially the same results as, sub
jective responses, which are considered the primary measure of attention value. All 
hypotheses were tested for both positive (stimulus lighter than background) and negative 
(stimulus darker than background) contrast directions. 

METHOD 

Basically the hypotheses were tested by showing Ss Munsell chips against Munsell 
cards in a paired comparison design. Various combinations of stimulus and background 
brightness were used to achieve the conditions of stimulus brightness constant (B = K), 
brightness ratio constant (R = K), and both varied together (B I- K, R I- K). Eye move
ments and subject responses were recorded. The study was conducted in two phases: 
the first used chip-card brightnesses resulting in a positive contrast direction (C-pos), 
and the second tested negative contrast direction (C-neg). Each phase used different 
Ss, but the same method. 
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Experimental Design 

A paired comparisons design was used. In the first condition, brightness was held 
constant (B = K), and pairs of chip-card combinations in which only the brightness ratio 
varied were used. In the next condition, the brightness ratio was held constant (R = K), 
and pairs of chip-card combinations in which only the brightness varied were used. 
Both conditions were tested over three levels of the variable being held constant; e.g., 
B 1 was tested versus B2 at each of three different brightness ratio levels. The B = K 
and R = K regimes were considered control conditions, since they would indicate the 
attention value of one variable with the other variable held constant. 

The third condition was considered the experimental condition; since stimulus bright
ness ratio varied together (B fi K, R f K). In no pair were either the two chip bright
nesses or the two brightness ratios the same. 

Conditions B =Kand R = K were presented in counterbalanced order to the same 10 
Ss. Ten different Ss saw the B f K, R f K condition. Each S saw 18 pairs of stimuli 
with the order of the pairs and left-right positions within the pairs randomized. 

Stimuli 

The stimulus configuration consisted of two%- by 7/e-in. (136 minutes of arc subtended 
at the eye) neutral gray, matte finish, Munsell chips seen against two 3- by 5-in. Munsell 
background cards. This configuration included a flat, black metal edge (1 in. wide) that 
held the cards in place. 

l'h.e card brightnesses of the C-pos phase were in the middle-to-high mesopic range 
(0.15 to 1 ft-L) and were well within the luminance range (0.1 to 1 ft-L) defined for night 
driving (13). The values for the negative contrast direction ranged from 0.52 to 3.6 
ft-L and were representative of twilight driving conditions. 

Subjects 

College students from introductory psychology classes volunteered and were givf'
extra credit for participating in the experiment. Ten Ss were used for the control l J.P 
and 10 for the experimental group. This arrangement was repeated for the second con
trast direction with 20 different Ss. 

Apparatus 

A polymetric Products eye movement recorder was used to present the stimulus 
and record Ss eye fixations. Type 47 (ASA 3000) Polaroid film was used and exposure 
time was 4 ± 1 sec. The variation in exposure was needed to compensate for individual 
differences among subjects. The same light illuminating the stimuli served as a con
stant adaptation light for S; the brightness of the adapting field was 0.24 ft-L. This and 
all other brightness measurements were made with a Prichard Photometer. Two push 
buttons on a black box located on the table by the eye movement recorder activated a 
Lafayette event recorder. By pushing the appropriate (left or right) button, S indicated 
which of the stimuli he saw best and quickest. 

Procedure 

The room lights were off, and a minimum of 5 min was allowed for S to become 
adapted to the experimental lighting. During this time the optical system was aligned 
and focused, and S was given instructions. The stimuli were then presented in a paired 
comparison design. After all trials were finished, S was questioned about his general 
state of rest and specifically how his eyes felt before participating in the experiment. 
He was also asked for comments about the stimuli. 

Scoring and Analysis 

Four dependent variables were used in this experiment. 

1. The Ss choice of which stimulus of the pair was seen best and quickest was 
scored in the usual paired comparison fashion (case V) described by Guilford (~). That 
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is, raw scores were placed in matrix form, transformed into the percentage that each 
stimulus was chosen over every other stimulus, transformed into normal deviates, and 
scale estimates for each stimulus made. · 

2. The chip fixated first for each trial was noted, and paired comparison scale val
ues were determined in the same manner as noted above. 

3. Duration, or the amount of time fixated on each chip, was crudely measured, and 
these measurements were transformed into percents that were also scaled in paired 
comparison fashion. 

4. The number of fixations were counted for each chip and entered in a paired com
parison matrix. The raw data were transformed into percents and scaled according to 
the paired comparison method. 

RESULTS 

The results from the two phases of the study are discussed together for each depen
dent variable. The dependent variables themselves are then discussed. 

Subjective Reactions 

The results showed that for the subjective reaction measure of attention value (Fig. 
la), scale values increased as brightness ratio increased when brightness was constant 
(B = K). Scale value increased as brightness increased (Fig. 2) when brightness ratio 
was constant (R = K); and contrast was the predominant determinant of attention value 
(Figs. 3a and 4a) when brightness and brightness ratio were varied simultaneously 
(B f- K, R f- K). Chip brightness affected subjective reactions more at higher bright
ness ratios than at lower ratios, especially in the C -negative phase. 

Chip Fixated First 

Generally the middle brightness ratio was fixated first in the B = K condition (Fig. 
), while the highest or lowest chip brightness was fixated first in the R = K condition 

\.J:<'ig. 2b ). In other words, the R = K results were almost the reverse of the B = K find
ings. On the other hand, results for the B f- K, R f- K condition were very similar to 
the subjective reaction data, with brightness ratio being the predominant factor and 
high chip brightness enhancing attention value at the higher brightness ratios (Figs. 3b 
and 4b). 

Time on Each Chip 

For the C -pos phase (Fig. le), the middle brightness ratio was generally fixated for 
the greatest duration. For the C -neg phase, lowest brightness ratio was generally fix
ated the longest. The two phases generally gave different results. When the chip was 
lighter than the card, the middle brightness ratio was fixated longest, but in the reverse 
condition, the highest brightness ratio was fixated longest. 

R = K data for the C-pos phase (Fig. 2c) show that the highest and lowest chip bright
nesses were fixated the longest at the lower brightness ratio levels. In the C-neg phase, 
the highest brightness was fixated longest at all ratio levels. Figures 3c and 4c show 
that the general form of the response patterns in the B f- K, R f- K condition was differ
ent for the two phases. In the C-pos phase, the highest scale values were given to the 
middle brightness ratio, while C-neg scale values generally increased as contrast in
creased and gave results very similar to subjective reaction results. 

Number of Fixations 

As shown in Figure ld, the highest brightness ratio received the greatest proportion of 
fixations in the B = K condition. The differences were very small in the C-neg phase. 
The R = K conditions showed a somewhat reverse pattern with the results taking a "V" 
shape (Fig. 2d). B f- K, R f- K results were si111ilar to the subjective reactions results, 
but the differences were greatly attenuated (Figs. 3d and 4d). 
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Relation Between Measures 

Spearman rank order correlations were performed between all combinations of the 
measures. A mean correlation of 41.5 existed between all four dependent measures. 
A moderate (mean R = 0.56) relation was found between the subjective reactions andthe 
eye movement measures. Eye movement measures correlated from 0.83 to 0.92 among 
themselves. 

An examination of scale values reveals a rather interesting pattern. Subjective re
action results took the same form in both the B = K and R = K conditions. However 
B = K eye movement results were almost exactly opposite the R = K response patterns. 
Since this occurred when one or the other independent variable was constant, it would 
be very interesting to see how the two opposing eye movement patterns were resolved 
when both variables were varying. Comparison of the data revealed that the three mea
sures showed a pattern similar to the B = K condition, while there was little or no simi
larity between the eye movement characteristics of the R =Kand B f. K, R f. K condi
tions. The different eye movement response patterns noted above were also present in 
the C-neg phase, but were not as consistent. 

DISCUSSION 

Considerations Pertinent to the Hypotheses 

For the B = K condition, the results for both phases strongly confirmed the hypothe
sis (the highest brightness would have the highest scale values). It should be noted that 
in a paired comparison design such as this only the lowest ratio was never the highest 
in any configuration. Therefore, the middle brightness ratio could be the lowest pre
sented in some pairs and highest in other pairs. 

The second hypothesis (the highest brightness will be seen best and quickest) was 
c;trongly confirmed for both phases. Again the middle value in the scale of ratios was 

·~sponded to somewhat differently than the highest and lowest ratio. This further em
phasized the relevancy of j\ldgment and scaling principles for attention value phenomena. 

Support for the third hypothesis (brightness ratio will be dominant over intensity in 
determining which chip is seen best and quickest) was very strong in the C -pos phase 
of the study, with less unequivocal support from the C-neg phase. In the C-pos phase, 
comparison of the control conditions with the experimental condition (B f. K, R f. K) 
showed that while scale values increase as brightness increased in the R = K condition, 
there was little increase in scale value as a function of brightness in the B f. K, R f. K 
condition. The only differences in scale values were between the brightness ratios; 
therefore, brightness ratio was the controlling factor in determining attention value. 

The less clear-cut evidence shown during the C -neg phase was due to a brightness 
effect that was different for the various brightness ratios. In short, a high ratio re
sulted in high scale values regardless of chip brightness, but stimulus brightness re
sulted in high scale values only in combination with higher brightness ratios, thereby 
indicating that brightness ratio was the controlling factor. 

The above discussion is relevant not only to the third, but also to the fourth hypoth
esis (higher brightness will enhance the attention value of any brightness ratio). Sup
port for this hypothesis came primarily from the C-neg phase results. While it was 
apparent that brightness ratio was the predominant variable, attention value, as mea
sured by subjective reactions, did increase as chip brightness increased for a given 
brightness ratio. The effect was most pronounced for the two highest brightness ratios. 
C -pos phase support of hypothesis 4 was very slight. Only at the highest brightness 
ratio was there an evident increase in scale value related to a brightness increase. 

Three possible reasons for the difference in results between the B f. K, R f. K con
dition for the two phases are (a) the brightness ranges sampled in the two phases were 
not identical, (b) the relation between the three brightnesses used in each phase was 
not the same, and (c) there was a systematic relationship between the card and chip 
brightness when brightness ratio changed. An analysis of the card brightnesses negated 
this possibility. 
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The fifth hypothesis (subjective reactions and eye movement measures will be highly 
related) was partially supported. The amount of correlation varied as a function of 
stimulus condition. For the B = K condition, there were low to medium correlations 
for all measures in each phase. For the R = K condition, subjective reactions and eye 
movement measures had medium (0.50) correlations, and the three eye movement mea
sures were highly correlated (0.80). In the B f- K, Rf- K condition, correlations were 
medium to high for the C -pos phase and high for the C -neg phase, 

The above pattern of correlations may be an indication that eye movements are re
lated to subjective reactions as a function of the number of parameters varying within 
the stimulus configuration. As more stimulus dimensions (e.g., brightness and con
trast) vary concomitantly, the more eye movements concur with subjective reactions. 

Application of the RtH:>ulls 

The model developed by Forbes et al (7) was not intended to be applied to repeated 
paired comparison measures. A rough idea of how the model works for these data can 
be obtained by selecting stimuli from each phase and calculating the expected propor
tions. Four, chip-background card configurations from each phase were chosen be
cause they were analogous to the brightness and contrast relations of the simulated 
signs used for day and night backgrounds in the Forbes project. The relative number 
of times a stimulus was selected as best and quickest was the observed value, and the 
theoretical percent was calculated by using uolh the brightness ratio and percent con
trast models. In Figures 5 and 6 the proportion of each of the selected chips picked 
as being seen best and quickest was plotted versus the brightness and brightness ratio 
characteristics of the two chips being compared. The physical characteristics of each 
selected chip and card were then used in the two theoretical models and plotted in the 
same fashion. It is quite apparent that the brightness ratio model provides a closer 
fit to the observed data than the percent contrast model. This verifies the Forbes et - · 
(~) finding. 
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In both phases it was observed that whenever high chip brightness and brightness 
ratio were together there was a 20 percent difference between the experimental and 
theoretical results. However, when low chip brightness was associated with high 
brightness ratio, the difference between experimental and theoretical results was only 
10 percentage points. Since the theoretical model does not take into account chip 
brightness, the calculated values reflect only brightness ratio. The larger discrep
ancy between observed and calculated values in the presence of high brightnesses re
flects the interaction or enhancement effect of higher brightnesses on high brightness 
ratios. 

The above demonstration leads to an alternative explanation for the consistent find
ing of Forbes, Pain, Joyce, and Fry (7); namely, that calculated values were roughly 
10 percentage points below observed values. This differential was attributed to the 
repeated measures technique utilized; however, the present study makes it evident that 
the effect of high brightness in combination with contrast could also account for the 
discrepancy. 

In general, there appears to be evidence that a brightness factor used in a model for 
predicting attention-gaining characteristics would add considerable refinement to the 
model. While this study does not permit a precise empirical determination of the 
quantitative value of such a factor, there were indications that a higher brightness en
hances a high brightness ratio by roughly 10 percent. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Either brightness or brightness ratio, when present as the only variable, has equiv
alent attention-gaining value. For each, the attention value increased in a rapidly ac
celerating manner as the variable is increased. When brightness and brightness ratio 
are present together, brightness ratio receives more attention. However, a high rela
tive brightness enhances the attention-gaining effect of brightness ratios. This was 
r e evident for the negative contrast direction (background brightness levels in the 
m 5 11t driving-twilight range) than for the positive contrast direction (night drivingback
ground brightness levels). 

Generally, the subjective reaction measure was most consistent. The three eye 
movement measures were highly correlated with each other, but not with the subjective 
reaction measure. As the number of dimensions varying concomitantly increased, the 
correlation between eye movement and subjective reaction measures became quite 
high. 

The Forbes et al models for predicting traffic sign attention value were successfully 
applied to data from different methodology and subjects. The brightness ratio model 
gave a closer fit to empirical results than a percent contrast model. It is suggested 
that the addition of a factor giving consideration to high relative brightness when in 
combination with high relative brightness ratio (contrast) would refine the models. 
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